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Higher-order unification [9, 5] (M!nification) is very useful for met 
gra.rnming, see for instance (4, 7, 8, 13]. However its implementation 
serious practical problems: (a) it is not decidable, and (b) even if two~"'""" are unifi able, in general a. single most general unifier does not exist. 

In order to avoid the problems related to the full M!nification, some 
s trictions have been investigated. The resulting language, L>., still prese 
nice higher order features (modules, for exampie) and it is likely to su 
efficient implementations. 

The term language of L>. is th~ simply typed .kalculus with equality 
ulo a, f3 and 17-conversion. Some restrictions on the {3-reduction are 
and, thanks to this, t he unification in L>. resembles first order 
Namely the unification problem is decidable and, when unifiers exist, there 
one most general unifier [11]. 

Some recent papers [3] have introduced a new approach to the seman 
of logic programs, which is richer than the standard one based on ground 
terpretations. The purpose is to model a notion of observaple which captur• the computed answer substitutions. The key idea. is to choose an a.ppropri 
notion of interpretations which allows to define a. fixpoint and model theoreticsemantics in the style of Logic Programming. This approach has been proved 
very useful in many areas which use semantic tools, such as program transfor
mation, abstract interpretations, etc. 

The approach has been extended from pure Horn Clause Language to var
ious Prolog constructs such as metaprogramming and higher order constructl 
in Prolog. 

Our goal is to extend the notion of S-semantics, then considering the com· 
puted answer substitution as observable, so to obtain a fixpoint S-semantiCI 
for L>., with the intention, if possible, to extend this approach to the full k 
Prolog. 

As extension of Prolog, L>. presents two important features: universal 
quantification and implications in the goals and bodies. Universal qua.ntific.
tion is simply solved as we will see in the next sections, whereas implications 
need more attention. The basic idea is the following: given a program P we 
define an interpretation as a finite tuple of sets 

Each set /p1 consists of pairs (A, fJ) where A is an atom and {} an equational 
constraint. The indexes Pa's are the programs (contexts) which result from 
adding to P a particular hierarchical combinations of the clauses which occur 
(as modules) in the clause bodies. 
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l•\ 11 t•xa.mple, if P is the following program 
1 q) ::> p. (((C2 ::> q) ::> r) ::> s) ::> t . 

I hutACS used as modules wiU be cl, c2 and c3 = ((C2 :)' q) ::> r). Hence 
y lnlt•rpretation I of Pis indexed as 

I= (Ip , lpu{Ct}• IPU{Cs}• IPU{C2.Ca}} 

1wccssity to consider more contexts in an interpretation is due ~o the fa.c~ 
"I when we prove a goal D ::>Gin a context P, we must prove G 10 the new 

••xt. P u {D} and, after the pr~of, to return to the old context ~-W• define a monotonic and continuous mapping Tp on interpretations. The 
1\ltcl•·d model is the least fixpoint of Tp, and we show that it is equivalent 
tlw operational semantics of £>.-programs as defined in [1.1] . 
NoLe that our definition of interpretation reflects the not10n of mo~ule. In p11 tk11 la.r , given the least fixpoint ofTp, ["' = ~/p,fpup,,fpuP2, .. :~ l~p .. ), 

,,. 1 onLains all the pairs which are true (accordtng to the S-semant1cs) m P, 1,.
111

., contains those pairs which are true in P w.r.t. the module P1 a.nd so 
111

' '!'his construction extendl! the S-semantics of [3] in the sense that if we r•ttlcl to HCL programs, then every interpretation reduces to a. t-uple of one 
t , r\Od the set in the least fix point of Tp is equivalent to the !.east ~mode~. 

' rit e problem of defining a fixpoint semantics ~or L>..was also mvest1gate.d 10 fill]. The solution presented there is based on I<n~kC:hke str~c:ures. The ~dea Ia to associate a module to a" possible word". Thts IS very ~1m1lar to our ~dea ul uplitt ing a.n interpretation into components correspondmg to the vanous mudules. The main differences are that in [10] the computed answers a.re not 
IIII Hlcled, only the truth of ground atoms is considered. T~us we can say that 
uur :tpproacb compares to the one in [10] like the S-semant1cs compares to t~e 
•t,nud a.rd least fixpoint· semantics of logic programming [3~. Furthermore, ID (1 01 possible worlds are infinite (thus representing all poss1ble modules, even 
t111 ones which do not occur in the program). 

In [6] was defined a general top down resolution for l >., subset of L>., a.nd 
tlwre it is outlined a mixed top down-bottom up approach. Our bottom up 

h ·is more general because 1>. does not permit implications in goals. A,pproac · · cl d The paper is structured in the following way. The next two secttons m u e 
notion of S-semantics and kalculus, and a brief introduction to L>,. IIOIIIC . • F' all Se t' 5 H11ction 4 describes the fixpoint operator and its properties. m. Y c 10n 

•hows the equivalence between operational and fixpoint semantiCS. 
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2 Preliminaries 

2.1 S-semantics 

In [3] it has been introduced a new notion of declarative semantics that 

to capture an observable property of HCL programs which is not refJ 

the standard least Her brand model: the set of the computed answer au 

tions. The S-semantics of a program is defined as least fixpoint of the 
"immediate consequence operator,: 

Tp(/) ={A I 3 A'+- B1, ... , B, E P and 3B'
1

, ... , B', E /s.t. 

I(BL ... ,B~). I((BL . .. ,B;),(B1, • •• ,B,,A)) and 

311 = MGU({Blt .. . , B,}, {B~, .. . , B;}) and A= A't1} 

Where I (Et, ... , E,.) means that E 1, ••• , E,. have no variables in colnm11111 

2.2 kalculus 

We describe the simply typed >..calculus on which L~ is based; more 
can be found in [1, 2). 

Types: the set of types T contains: 

(i) A set of primitive types { Q, tlt ... , t,.}; 

(ii) All types a- -+ j3 where a- and fJ are types. 

o is the primitive type representing the sort Bool. 

Signature: a signature E is a finite set of constant symbols: E = { 

t1, . .. , a,. : t,.} such that each symbol ai has at most one type ti E T. 

We assume a denumerable set of variables for each type in T; let V be 
class of variable sets. 

Terms: given a signature E, terms are defined as follows: 

(i) the constants and the variables are terms of the corresponding type; 

(ii) A-abstraction: if :t E V is of type a- and t is a term of type iJ t hen ~:t .t 
a term of type a- -+ {J; 

(iii) application: if t1 and t2 are terms of type a--+ fJ and a- respectively, 
(t1 t2) is a term of type {J. 

The free variables of a term t, / reevar(t}, are defined as usual. 
denote the set of variables of t. 

2.3 Logic over terms 

Given the a bove term language, we can define over it a higher order logic 

by using the primitive type o which represents the type of predicates. Ont 

particular predicate is true, with the intended meaning. We impose that the 

types of arguments and the types of variables do not contain o. This brings to 
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HI "'' the quantificatton, a.e. t e angua . . h 1 ge does not allow to quantify 

'' 1.1• variables. . ts t · E· 
I•• I\ signature and consider the followmg consta.n no m . 

1 11 I ( 0 -+ 0) ; . 

(I t 11) -+ o with t E T. 

In• . · E-formula (atom); (ii) if B a.nd C 
Ill h term of type o ts an atomic I • (''') if B[y/ :t] is a 
,, 11111lns , then A an B C d B :J c are E-formu as , Ill 

' r I formalula,l th~n Vs:t~:: ~e~:~r:~~~~ionistic provability in this 1a.n-
.,.1llllflt c CU US IS U ·1s [11) 
'1'111 l.'lystem is shown in Fig. 1. For more deta.J see . 

III,C, 4 - E A·L 

I•AC,4- B 

E ·, r- c · E; r - B A·R. 
~--=---=-=--=-E;r-BAC 

-s E ; c,.r- B :>L E; B,r- C :>R 

E;r-B:>C E ; B:>C,r- B 

Eu {y.r}; r - [s .... ~)B v.a 
J:; r- Vrs. B 

E; r,A- E 
E ; B,4- E cal iDi&ial -------=-

E· r B- B 
• • • 

Jl;r-s 

F igure !:Inference rules for intuitionistic provability 

h Jan ua e B and C denote formulas, 
In Fig. 1 E denotes the signa~ure ofdt e d ~ d:n~te variables. In ~-calculus 
I, nnd tl denotes set of for~u as, an :t an . rules presented in [11]. With 

. )'f t m usmg the convers1on , h 
Dllf' can simp t y a er I [! f the term t· namely a term t t at 
-\rtorm(t) we denote the norma orm o ' 

rannot be simplified further. 
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3 LA-programs 

The language L > is based on a restriction of the higher-order hereditary 

formulas , plus a restriction on universally quantified variables [12]. Essen 

in L, disjunction and existential quantification of goals are not allowed, 

there are restrictions on the higher-order unification. · 

Let A be a syntactical variable that ranges over atoms. Let D and G 
over formulas defined by the following grammar 

G ::= A I G1 1\ G2 I D :> G I VX.G D ::= A I G :>A I VX.D 

In order to simplify the unification in L>., restrictions are made on 

universally quantified variables which can be instantiated to generic 

Such variables are those which are bound by a quantifier occurring at the 

level of D in D :> G. Universal quantifiers which occur at the top-level 

do not need to be restricted since in the computation their variables. will 

instantiated only to new constants and not to general terms. For more 

on these restrictions see [11]. Then a goal and a pro~ram are a q.Jormula 

a finite collection of D.Jormulas (i.e. clauses) which satisfy the restri 
respectively. 

3.1 Constraints 

We consider a constraint system whose elements -D, u, . .. are constituted 

equations on >.-terms, the logic conjunction 1\ and the existential q 
3x. Namely 

(i) if A1 and A2 are atoms, then A1 ::: A
2 

is a constraint; 

(ii) if t1, t2 are >.-terms, then t1 == t 2 is a constraint; 

(iii) if -D, u are constraints, then {} 1\ u is a constraint; 

(iv) if-Dis a constraint and X E V, then 3x11 is a constraint. 

The empty constraint is denoted by E. 

The free variables of a constraint 11 are defined by 

(i) if-Dis At== A2 then free,,ar(11) == var(AI) U var(A
2
); 

(ii) if-Dis t 1 == t2 then /reevar(-D) = /reevar(ti) U freevar(t
2
); 

(iii) if fJ is 111 1\ fJ2 then fre~var(11) = freevar(111) U /reevar(iJ
2
); 

(iv) if-Dis 3x-D' the~ /reevar(iJ) == freeuar(-D') \{X}. 

A mapping v from variables to >.-terms is a (syntactical) solution of 19 11 
one of the folJowing cases holds: 

(i) -D is A1 ::: A2 and At v := A2v; 
(ii) -Dis t1 ::: t2 and t1 v := t2v; 

(iii) {J is -61 1\ -62 and tJ is a solution of -61 and -62; 

(iv) -Dis 3x t9' and there exists a >.-term t s.t. v~ is a solution of -6'. 

111 IR defined as follows: 
,\ 
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{ 
(Y) iCY# X 

v~ (Y) = : if y = X . 

t' 8 The entailment relataon '''"with / rllse the constraint without solu aon . -

''" usual, namely: 

. of {J are solutions of u. (II ff Iff a.ll the (syntacticc:J) soluttons 

.o 'ff {} ._ u and u ._ 19). . 
,. 

1
w

1 
•·quivalent ( v ~ u 

1 d 1 
the equivalence relataon, 

h t · nt system mo u 0 b h · 
will ronsider t e cons raJ h 'valence classes y t ear 
tlu• 1\:\ke of sam p aca • 1• 'ty we will denote t e eqm 

I · The ul.t~r~ Ls. . t t 'ff it has a (syntactical) so utton, 
t ' nt is conSIS en I 11111111 1, a cons ra.a I 

lr•ll t constraint will be denot~d by f(J se~he restriction operator r on a 
l••rhnical reasons we need to mtro uce 

nlnt 1?. d I t X X be the free variables of {J 
t ,\ be a set of variables, an e 1 I •• • '3 n -D 

. Defi'lle 191 = 3x., .. · 1 Xn • clo not occur m X· x 

H-semantics 

In t e rpretations . ntactical differences of L, are the univer-
L 

to Horn clauses, the mam sy . h I The universal quantlficar 
. r t' ons m t e goa s. . bl 

•tunutifications and the.Jm~ •ca ~ uantified variable by a "fresh" vana e, 
he Himply solved substatutmg t e q 

~ o•xo•cuting the result ing goal. d b the implication, and it influences the 

Mnre problems are intr?duce ~· In practice we need to handle the 

Ill nr tical structure of an m~erpreta ao~. the predicate definitions (p~ogra':a) 
oomic evolution of the env~o~:~:toa goal containing an implicatoo~ wdl 

during the executJOn of a go . ·n the current program ennched 
bll processed by evaluating the consequence a 

•Jtlo the premise. . th tall variables must be distinct among the~. 
In the following we assume a. t retation I for a program pas a tup e 

'J'he basic idea is to define an.;~:~ be relevant for the execution of every 

••IH indexed by the programs wha'fies which goals are "true" w.r.t. ~he cor~e
llllHSible goal in P. Edac h sett s/pe~oncerning implication goals, we wal! resaltl net 

I. gram an w.r. · · , p Thas ows 
IJIUilC mg pro . th body of "the root program . 
t.u the ones which occur m e 
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us to define a.n interpretation a.s a. finite tuple. In fact, the programs 

have to be considered result from the hierarchical combinations of P a.nd 

premises of implications. Of course, the resulting interpretation will allow 

model only the truth of implications whose premise occurs in the body of 

program. 

Hence the form of a.n interpretation I for a. progra.n;t Pis I= (Ip
11 

•• • ,I 

where P1 = P a.nd P2, .. . , P~e a.re indexes obtained a.s follows (Z denotes a. 

variable): 

indexesn (I,X) : -X -- G :::>A, indexesa(I',G), I= J'O{X} U {X}; 

X - VY.D, indexesn(l, D); 

X -- A, I= {A}. 

index_esa(I,X): -X =A, I= 0; 
X == VY.G, indexesa(l,G); 

X == G1 /\G2, indexesa(It,GI), indexeso(l2,G2), 

I= /1 U /2 ; 
X == D ::> G, indexesn(h,-D), indexesa(I2, G), 

I= It u (/"O{D} ). 

where 0 is defined in the follo~ing way (S is a set of sets): 

SO{A} = {SS op A )IISS E S}. 
SS op A = if A== VY.A' then SS op A'[YIZ] else SSU {A}. 

If the program P is C1 A ••• A Cn, then, for each clause C;, we build lta 

set of indexes l c 1 using the result of indexesn(Ic,, C,). Finally, we build the 

set of indexes {/p,, . .. ,/p~r} of P a.s the set #(Ic, 1 • •• , Ic.,)
1 

which includa 

a.JJ the possible combinations of the members of Ic, 1 •• • ,I c ... 
For example consider the following program P: 

'r/X.((((q X:::> r a):::> q a) :::> c) :::> p X). (p a:::> p a):::> c. 

the clauses occurring in the program bodies a.re: 

{CI =(q X:::> r a):::> q a, C2=q X, Ca::::p a} 
hence a.n interpretation I for P must be indexed in the following wa.y 

I= (Ip,lpu{C1},1Pu{C3),1Pu{c,,c2})· 

Each set lp1 consists of pairs (A,{)} where A is a.n atom a.nd <0 is a. constraint. 

The intended meaning of (A,{)) E /p1 is "+- A is refutable in }'i, with computed 

answer substitution <0" . 

We now generalize this not ion to arbitrary goals: we define the statement 

/p1 I= (G, {)) ( (G, {))is true in /p;) with the intended mea.nrng "+- G is refutable 

in J'i, with answer subst itut ion D". 
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.r 11 .1 Truth value in an interpretation 

( .'i rJtm a tuple I= (Ip11 •• • ,lp.), the truth of a pair (G,1J) in /p1 is defined 

f,I/ (JtJJ8. 

I . l p, I= (0, true); 

I l p, I= (Gt 1\ G2, D) iff IP; I= (G1 , D1) and /p, I= (G2, -82) and D is 

i)tl\ {)2 ~false (~); 

.Y l P. I= (D :::> G, {)) iff D' is a renaming of D and there exist j s. t. P U 

{D'} = P; and lp1 I= (G, {)); 

/ . IP; f= (VX.G, fl) iff /p1 I= (G[YI X], D) andY fresh and Dr1ru .. r(atrtXJl 

~ 3Y'I?Itncur(G(Y/XJ) (#); 

/1 . lP; I= (A, {)} where A is an atom iff 3(A', -D') E /p1 s.t. U is D' /\(A= 

A')~ false . 

(') In (2) the following restriction must be respected. 

lr~t x1 = freevar({)t) U /reeoor(Gl) \ [freevar(G2) U freevar(P)] and 

X'l = freevar(U2) U freevar(G2 ) \ (freevar(G1) U freevar(P)] . 

'/'hen {)1 ¢::> 3x2 {)1 and '1?2 <=> 3x1 {)2 must hold. Namely {)1 must not estab-

11•1• constraints on variables of '1?2 or G2 which do not occur in G1 or in P; 

IIJ'"'netrical condition for fJ2 . 

(H) The condition on case (4) means that 011,. .... ,.(GlY/XJ) does not establish 

•uu constraint on Y. 

Fixpoint operator 

Now we define a mapping Tp on interpretations: 

Tp((lp11 . .. ,lp.)) = (IJ,,, . .. 1 Ip.). 

I~IL<'h set of the resulting tuple is obtained a.s follows (where X stands for a. 

Lu pie of variables X 1 1 ••• , X n). 

'h = {(A, c) I there exists v~ .A' E ~ a.nd A. = A'[Y I X] wi~h ~ fresh }u 
{(A,{)) I there exists VX.(G ::>A'} E 1'i s.t. lp, l= (G[YIX],{)) a.nd 

A= A'[Y I X] with Y fresh }. 

We• define the ordering on interpretations in the st andard wa.y: let I -

(I p 1, ... ,lp~e) a.nd I' = (Jj,l' ... , /f,k) be two interpretations (for the same 

program), then I ~ I' iff for every index P', I p• ~ 1]>,. 
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The set of interpretations (w.r.t. a given program), with the above 
ing, is a. complete lattice. The least element is the tuple of empty seta, 
the least upper hound of a set of interpretations {J,}le£: (.C arbitrary .. , 
indexes) is given by lub1ec = (U,ec Ip,, ... , Uec Ip.) 

Lemma 4.2 J= is monotonic, namely if I=::; I' then for each goal G, ]p t
implies Ip f= G. 

Theorem 4.3 The operotor Tp is continuous. 

By the monotonicity a.nd by the l{naster-Tarsk.i theorem, the least 
of Tp exists and is unique. By the continuity, it is equal to /p t w. 
define it as the semantics of P . The intended meaning of the least fix 
tuple Iw = (I~1 , • • • , l'P,.} is that each set I~ contains aJI the pairs which 
deducible by the program Pi-

Example 4 .1 Let P be the following progrom: 
r a. q a. W q Y. V X ( q X :> V Z. ( r a 1\ q Z)) :> p X. 
The intended semantics of P would be S = { r a, q a, q Y, p X}. 

We build the fixpoint of this program. 
There is only a clause in the clause bodies: C = q X , then the nn ..... n. 

indexes of an interpretation are only P and PU {C}; we start from the 
tuple I 0 = (0, 0); in the first step we add each fact to all sets obtaining 

I 1 = ({ (r a, c), (q a,£}, (q X2, c)}, {(r a, c), (q a, c), (q x,, c), (q X,£)}} 
In the second step we add p X3 to I~ and I~u{C} if there exists fJ rnnlslniJ•n• 

s.t. I}> I= (q X3 :> VZ.(r a 1\ q Z) 1 fJ). For the case (3) of Def. ./.1, we m 

prove I~u{C} I= (VZ.(r a 1\ q Z) 1 19} and it holds iff /~u{C} F= (r a 1\ q x., ,) 
with the right condition on fJ, and then t9 is {X• = X2}. Of consequence we 
add (p X 3 , {X4 = X2}} which is equivalent to (p X3,c). 
/ 2 = ( {(r a, c), (q a, c} 1 (q X2, c}, (p X3, £)}, 
{(r a, c), (q a,c}, (q X,£}, (q X2,c}(p X3,c)}} = 1 .... 

A more complex example is the following: 

Example 4.2 
VX (((q X):) (r X}}~ p X). VX.(s X~ r X). 
VX (q X~ s X). VX (((p a A p b)~ (p a))~ q X). 

Let C1 =(q X) and C2 =(p a A p b) be t!Je clauses occurring in the clawe 

bodies; the tuple is indexed as I= (/p.JPU{C1}.1Pu{C~}) 
I 0 = (0,0,0) 
Jl = (0, {(q X,£)}, { (p a,£}, (p b, c)}} 

HJ7 

{X - X}) (qX c),(qX2,c)}, 
• (l (t/ x2 t £)} , {(s xlt 1- I I 

l (J,a ,c), (pb,c},(qX{2(,c~} {X -X X3=Xt})}, 

- ( l (tJ X2, £}}, J1.u{Ct} ~ .: x2
3
l}}} 

1
- I 

l~u{C:~}u{(sX~,{ ~-; u{(pXa,c)}, 
- ({(IJ Xz,c}, (p x~,c)},IPU{Ct} -X}) (p Xa,E})) 

3 u{(rXT,{Xr=X.,X.- 2 I ' 

lpu{C:~) . the least jixpoint of the program. 
'1'/t r fourth step as 

1 4 3 Let p be the follow~ng program: 
1uup e · 

• · (((s X :> (r X 1\ s b)} :> p b) 

'/'It • tuple I is indexed as I= (lp, lpu{• X}) 
c b 'ld the least fixpoint of the program. 

Now we m ) ( X £)} 
(0 0 0} Jl = ( { ( r a,£)}' {(r a,£_ ' s1 th' NVlrom In fact (p b) is not 

' ' 1 th least fixpomt 0 e P· ~:~ · e 
'/'lie first step is a so e . . t d with a and of consequenc ' 

ble because the variable X is mstantta e ' 

11) is false. 

Jlluw we see the last example. 

1 4 4 Let p be the following program: 
'""rnp e · 

V\f,('VX.p X y :> P X (/X)) :> q. 

'i X ,'VY.p X (/ X)· . 
e can not unify the atom p X y wdh 

In p the atom p is false becaus: t· eludes only (p 1( (/ I<), {X = I<}}, 

1 
X (/ X). In fact the least fixpom m X y ~ p X (/ X), namely ~e 

'r,r,.ouse wllen we try to solve the goal iXyp ~ p z (/ Z)' fJ) we onl~ .obtam 

1 .11 
{ (p ]( (/ K), {X = K})} F (p . . (~_.) in case (4) of Defimtton 4.1 

' _ = J( y = f Z} and the condttton 
~ - {Z I y d 
clnt1S not hold. . . V X X y is equivalent. to 3Y.V X ·P an 

This behaviour is nght because I p 

H is not implied by V X .W.p X (/ X). . of the 8-

fi . t operator is the extenston 

W t that the definition of the xpom [31 In fact if we r~trict 
c no e T for definite programs 'j · I r . 

•• mantics fixpoint operator s first order Horn clause (without imp lCa~tons 
the form of goals an~ cla.~ses) t~he interpretation structure reduces to a. smgle 

d h'gher order umficatton 1 

1\1\ 
1 

· f T duces to Ts. · 
!41'1. and the definition o P re 
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(R 1) f {A, 19) -tp (G, {J A 19'} i G J A' E P, {f =.A= A' and {J A {J' :f; 

(R 2) ' f · ~A, 19} -tp ( 0, iJ A iJ'} 1 A' E P, iJ' =.A= A' and iJ A iJ' :f; false 

(R 3) (Glt -6} -tp (GL {}" tJ'} I (0, {}" 0'} 
(Gl A G2, tJ} -tp (G~ A G2, {J A 0'} I (G:l, 01\ 0') (*) 

(R 4) (G, 0} -+pu{D} (G', 0 Ail'} I (0, 0 A 0') 
(D ::> G, tJ} -tp (D ::> G', {J A iJ'} I (0, {}A iJ'} 

(R 5) (A, 19) -+PuD' (G, '19 A iJ') I (0, fJ A 0'} ** 
(A, 1?} -+PuYX.D (G, {J A 19'} I (0, 19 A tJ'} ( ) 

(R 6) (G, O) -tp (G', {}A 19') I (O,fJ AD'} ••• 
(VX.G, 19} -tp (VX.G', 19 A 0') I ( 0 , '19 A '19'} ( ) 

(*) -6' does not contain variables in G2 which do not occur in G 19 -. P 
(**) D' = D[Y /X] where y does not occur either in p in A or l·ln' .JI or In , 
(** *} D' = 3X D' v 

5 

1/ru .. r(P,G} • IJru .. r(P,G) 

Table 1: Operational semantics of L>. 

Correspondence with the operational semant 
of L>. 

In this. section we s~ow the correspondence of our fixpoint semantics with 
op_eratJOnal semantics of L>. as described by Miller in [ll] (S t' 5 
thts purpo~e we reformulate the operational semantics in terms:; :o;raj~itioa 
system T, m the style of 808 [15). 

The configuration of the transition system are pairs {G -D) Th t 't' r 1 t' h • . ' · e rans1 101 
e a tons-+~, w ose·mdex IS a set of D_clauses p (the program) , are defined 

by the rules m Table 1. From the system T we define the obs bl f 
program as follows erva e o I 

Def. 5.1 O(P) = {(G {J ) 1 (G t } • ( t IJrc!"or(G,P) ' rue -t p 0' '19}}. 

From T we then derive the so-called "big step semantics" na 1 t siti t T' h . . ' me y a ran• on_ ~ys em w ose trans1t1on relations ==?p represent the . a.l 
transttlon chains. maXlm -+p-

In_ pr~tice, this amounts to defining the relation G ==?p 19 wh . t ded 
meamng 15 (G, true) -+p ( O, 19). . ose m en 

The rules for ==?pare described in Table 2. They are derived by "groupinl 
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11t I) if A' E P and 1J =. A= A' 
' A ==?p 1J 

G==?p19 . (It 'l) A ==?p {J A fJ' tf G ::>A' E P and fJ':: A= A' and {J A fJ' ~false 

G1 ==?p 1J1,G2 ==?p iJ-z (*) 
G1 A G2 ==?p 1J1 A fJ2 
G ==?PuD 0 

D ::> G ==?p 0 

G(a/X] ==?p 0 a fresh 
VX.G ==?p iJ 

G ===? PuD' 0 D' = D[Y /X] Y fresh 
G ==?puvX.D 0 

(•) t?
1 

does not contain variables in G2 do not occur in G1, fJ2 or in P; 
ay 111 metrical condition on 1J2 • 

Table 2: Big Step semantics of L>. 

t111~clher" the premises and the conditions which model in T a -tp-sequence 
•volving into (0, fJ). 

Note that these rules define an interpreter with a maximal degree of par-

alltllism. 
This transition system T' is similar in the structure to the proof system 

II• Section 2.2 of [11), the main difference is that here we model not only 
1•rovability, but also the computed answer substitution. 

T he observables can be characterized in terms of ==?p: 

Proposition. 5 .2 For every program P, 
O(P) = {(G,iJIJrmcar(O,P)} I G ==?p fJ} 

Moreover the system T' has an immediate correspondence with the fixpoint 
••1mantics: the application of the transformation Tp corresponds to using 
the rules top-down (whereas a goal-directed proof uses the rules bottom-up). 
llonce T' can be considered as the "connecting ring" between the operational 
1111rnantics of Miller and our fixpoint semantics. 

Thus we can state the correspondence between our fixpoint semantics and 
the operational semantics of [11). 
Theorem 5.3 The least fixpoint Tp t w is equivalent to the obsen~ables O(P). 

Namely 
(correctness) if (G,.U) -+p (0, q') then 3k, fJ s.t. I}. F (G, fJ) and f]

1 = 
,, 1\ 1J. 
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(" '"'l'ld~uess) if I~ F (G, fJ) and fJI\'D 'I false then (G, fJ) -+p (0, -81\ 

Cl C ;ouclusion 

t' .. ,luK [14] is an higher order extension of Prolog. The more useful 
l•lndt~tlcs of A-Prolog are higher order unification, polymorphic types 
'""'l,uult~ms for building modules and a.bstra.ct data types. These feat 
••" pr ovided extending the classica.l first order theory of Horn clauses to 
lnllr ltlonistic higher order theory of hereditary Harrop formulcu [12]. 

Ia~ the paper we have given a fixpoint S-sema.ntics, and then a ool~;t;o:m• 1111 
•~e• ur rwtics, for a. logic programming language which implements a par 
" '"' rlction of the higher order hereditary Harrop formulas: L'). [11]. 
•on La.i ned in A-Prolog in a way that makes easy to implement 
hu t It maintains characteristics such as 4bstra.ction, function variables 
mud ules. 

To handle the modules mechanism, we have defined an interpretation aa 
l.•rple of sets indexed by programs that are the union of the program P with 
nuy possible hierarchical combination of the clauses appearing in the bodi• 
of P. Ea.ch set contains pairs of the form (A, fJ) where A is an atom and {) il 
an equational constraint. 

The fixpoint operator that we ha.ve defi ned in the paper is a suitable ex• 
tension of the fixpoint operator for the S-semantics of definite programs [3]; In 
fact, if we restrict an £>.-program to be a definite program, then the definition 
of Tp coincides with the definition of Tp given in [3]. 

Our goal is to extend this result to obtain an S-semantics (still by usin1 
a by fixpoint operator) for the whole A-Prolog, and then to generalize tht 
approa.ch to the higher order hereditary harrop formulas. 
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When using the program transfonnation methodology for developing logic programs, 

h Is often necessary to replace in the body of a given clause old goals by new goals. 

'l11is transfonnation rule is called goal replacement rule. In order to apply this rule we 

l111vc first to show that the new goals are equivalent to the old goals w.r.t. a given 

~cmnntics. 

We show that these equivalence proofs can be done within the framework of 

ll1c transfonnation methodology itself. Indeed, transfonnation rules similar to the 

ones in [24] and [23] can be used to prove equivalences of goals w.r.L the computed 

answer substitution semantics of defmite and general programs, respectively. Th.ese 

equivalence proofs will be called unfo/dJfold proofs. 

We then show that the goal replacement rule is only partially correct w.r.L the 

computed answer substitution semantics of both definite and general programs. 

Finally, we give some syntactical conditions on the unfold/fold proofs which 

ensure that the corresponding goal replacements are totally correct w.r.t. the 

computed answer substitution semantics. These sufficient conditions allow for a 

powerful application of the transfonnation methodology by guaranteeing the 

correctness of the derived programs via syntactically checkable properties. 

Introduction 

'J11c program transfonnation methodology is a useful technique for the derivation of efficient 

IUlcJ correct programs [6]. When following this methodology it is oft.en the case that a given 

program can be transformed into a more efficient program only if one can apply suitable 

pr·operties (or lemmas). 
111ese properties may be applied by replacing some old literals by new literals, that is, by 

upplying the so-called goal replacement rule. 
Examples of propcnies arc: associativity and commutativity of operations, functionality of 

This worlc has been panially supported hy 'Progeuo Finaliz.zalo Sistemi Infonnatiei e Calcolo PIUllllelo' 

or CNR under grant n. 89.0002.6.69. 'Progruo Speciale Ana1ta', and by Esprit Computoe IL 
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predicates, etc. These properties play a crucial role in the derivation of efficient programs. 
However, during program transformation it may be difficult to know, at any given step, which 
property should be applied for obtaining the desired efficiency improvements. This problem 
can be solved in the cases when one can guarantee efficiency improvements via syntactic 
conditions on the programs, like, for instance, the linearity of their recursive structure or the 
absence of unnecessary variables [21]. In these cases, in fact, it is the achievement of those 
syntactic conditions which suggests the applications of suitable goal replacements. 

In this paper we address the problem of proving the correctness of the goal replacements 
by showing the equivalences between the corresponding pairs of sequences of literals. In 
particular, we will focus our attention on the Wlfold/fold proof method introduced in [22). Our 
work is related to several other methods which have been proposed in the literature for 
proving properties of programs using frrst order logic and computational induction (see. for 
instance, [1,8,9,11,13,16]). 

However, the unfold/fold proof method has the advantage of using the same rules which 
are used for deriving, by transformation, ne'W programs from old ones. Thus, it can be incor
porated into a program transformation system, more easily than other ad-hoc techniques for 
proving properties of programs. ~ 

The idea of the unfokVfold proofs goes back to [15], where it is presented within the 
framework of functional languages. In the case of logic languages, somewhat related ideas 
have been described in [4,5]. 

When applying goal replacements whose equivalences have been shown by unfold/fold 
proofs (or by any other method), only partial correctness is preserved w.r.L the computed 
answer substitution semantics. In this paper we give some sufficient conditions which ensure 
that, after goal replacements, the derived programs are totally correct ('The notions of partial 
and total correctness will be introduced below.) 

The problem of providing totally correct goal replacement rules has been addressed by 
several researchers who have considered various semantics for logic programs (see, for 
instance, [3,10,12,18,19,20,24,25] and [21] for a survey). Our results extend the already 
available ones to the case of computed answer substitutions for definite and general programs. 
Moreover, in contrast to most of the previous work, our conditions for total correctness are 
based on decidable and easily checkable properties of the equivalence proofs. 

2 Preliminaries 

Jn what follows we adopt the standard notions used in logic programming [17]. We also 
introduce the following notations and assumptions. 

Given a clause C, we denote its head by hd(C) and its body by bd(C). Given a clause C, 
we will say that a variable X which occUis in bd(C) is an existential variable of C iff X doca 
not occur in hd(C). 

We assume that variables of clauses can be renamed, so that two distinct clauses can bo 
assumed not to have variables in common. All operations on sets of clauses, such as union 
and difference, are deli ned modulo renaming of variables. 

There exists an atom 'fail' which does not unify with the head of any clause. When 'fail' 
occurs in the body of a clause C we say that Cis a failing clause. 

We also assume that bodies of clauses are multisets of literals. When denting with bodiea 
of clauses, we will use the notions of union, difference, inclusion, etc. in the multiset sense. 
Notice lltal the dcletiOil of a duplicate literal in the body or u clnullc dOcH not preserve the 
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computed answer substitution semantics. 
Given a term t, we denote by vars(t) the set of variables occurring in t Similar notation 

will be used for variables occurring in literals, goals, and clauses. Given any syntactic 
constructE, we denote by preds(E) the set of predicate symbols occurring in E. In particular, 
given the program P, preds(P) denotes the set of predicate symbols occurring in P. 

Given a substitution a= (X1/t1, ... ,XJtn), dom(o) denotes {X1, ... ,Xn) and range(o) de
••otcs (t1, ... ,tnl· We assume that in the binding JG.\ the term lj may be equal to Xj. (This as
llumption is used in Section 4 when introducing SLD- and SLDNF-equivalence of multiset of 
literals.) 

3 Unfold/Fold Transformation Rules 

We represent the process of transforming a given program using the unfold/fold rules as the 
construction of a set of trees of clauses. This representation will be useful for presenting our 
correctness results and it differs from the one in [24], where the transformation process is · 
represented as a sequence of programs. 

An unfold/fold forest, also called UF-forest for short, for a given program P, is a set of 
trees, say 1F, which is constructed, starting from the empty forest, by applying ~ (possibly 
c•mpty) sequence of rules, each of which is either Rl or R2 or R3 or R4 (see below). As 
l'c>rmally indicated by these rules, every positive literal occurring in the body of the clauses in 
TF will be marked as inherited (/rom a definition) or not inherited (/rom a definition) (see [23] 
J'or a similar notion). 

We now list the rules Rl, R2, R3, and R4, each of which, given a UP-forest, say E, pro
cluces a new UF·forest. 

R I. If C is a clause of P which does not label any root node of E, then we add toE a new tree 
with one node only, labeled by C. All positive literals in bd(C) are not inherited. 

R2. Definition Rule. By definition we derive from P a clause D of the form 
newp(X1, ... ,Xm) ~ A1, ... ,An• such that: i) newp occurs neither in P nor in any root of 
the trees of E, ii) A1, ... ,A0 are positive literals, iii) X1, ... ,Xm are distinct variables, and 
iv) preds(bd(D))!:: preds(P). 
We add toE a new tree with one node only, labeled by D. 
All literals in bd(D) are inherited. 

R3. Unfolding Rule. Let N be a leaf node of a tree in E labeled by a clause C and let A be a 
positive literal in bd(C) such that preds(A) c preds(P). By unfolding the clause C w .r.t. A 
we derive the set (U1, ... ,Uk] of clauses, with JeO, as follows. We first consider the set 
{D1, . .. ,Dk} of clauses in P such that for i=l, .... k, bd(Di) is unifiable with A via an 
idempotent most general unifier ei. Then, for i=l, ... ,k, we consider the clause 

Ui: hd(C)ai ~ (bd(C)- [A])ai u bd(Di)ei. 
Jfk=O then we add one son ofN labeled by the clause hd(C) ~ (bd(C)- {A}) v (fail}. 
111e li teral 'fail' is not inherited, and each positive literal occurring in bd(C)-{A} is 
inherited iff it is inherited in C. 
If k>O then we add k sons ofN labeled by U1, ... ,Uk• respectively. 
For i=l, ... ,k, in bd(Uj) all positive literals occurring in bd(Dj)ei are not inherited, and 
each positive literal, say Bei, occurring in (bd(C)- (A])ei is inherited iffB is inherited in C. 

k4 . Folding Rule. Let N be a leaf node of a tree TinE labeled by a clause C and let D be a 
olnuse introduced by applying the definition rule. Let B be a multisel or positive litcmls 
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contained in bd(C). Suppose that ther . . . 
such that B = bd(D)a Let n and be the eXJsts a substttutJon e for the variables of 

· · · ·• v e substitutions wh' h tb . . 
exl~tentJal and non-existential variables of bd(D ~~ are e restnctJons of e to 

vanable renaming whose range does not sh ), res~JVel!. Suppose also that 11 ll 

u range(v). By folding the clause C w r t :e a::r.van;ble_ With (bd(C)} u (bd(C)

clause F = hd(C) ._ (bd(C) _ B) u (hdCD).e} e m tJset usmg the clause D we derive 

We add a so~ Nl ofN labeled by F. . 

~ _bd(F) the hteral hd(D)a is not inherited, . . . . 
IS inherited iff so it is in c. and each posi!Jv~ hteral OCCUrring in bd(C) _ 

(The conditions on 11 and v ensure that. after foldin we . . 
clause C by unfolding F w r 1 hd(D"' . g, may Obtain a vartant of the oivea 

· · · "' usmg the clause D.) cr 

In the _case where a UF-forest is made out of one . 
and ~e Will not distinguish between a singleton UF-Ii tree only, we will also ~ it a UF-trt~, 

Given a program p and a UP-forest TF for p orest and the correspondmg UF-tree. 
the trees in TF is denoted by Roots(TF) Th ' the set of aU clauses which label the rooll 

the leaves of the trees in TF is denoted .b ;:;t of all clauses which are not failing and labo,l 

Defs{TF). The set Defs(lF) is made out C:,. the ~;:{TF). Thh' ehset ~oots{TF) - pis denoted by 
rule. uses w IC are mtroduced by the defmitlon 

From a UP-forest 1F for p . de . ' . 
Lea • we nve a new prog T fP 

ves{TF). 1F will also be called a UF-t:ore tfi p ram rans = (P- Roots(TF)) U 
"' s rom to Trans£P. 

Example 1. Let us consider the following program P: 

p(a) ._ 
p(X) ._ q(X), r(a) 

q(a) ._ 
q(X) ._ q(X), r(X) 
r(b} ._ 

A UF-~orest TF for pis depicted in Fig. 1, where' • • 
respectJvely, and we have underlined th f, u and r stand for unfolding and foldin& 

throughout the paper) During the c Lru e. un olded atoms (these conventions will be used 
· · ons ctJon of 1F we h · 

!JOn rule, the clause: newp(X) ._ q(X) r(a) }'; 1F av~ mtroduced, by using the definJ. 
p(a) ._ • . rom we denve the new program TransfP: 

p(X) ._ newp(X} q(a) ._ 

newp(X) ._ newp(X), r(X) ~~: q(X), r(X) 

Tl : p(X) ._ q(X), r(a) 

If 
p(X) ._ newp(X) 

• 
T2 : ncwp(X) ._ q(X), r(a) 

~ 
newp(a) ._ r(a) newp(X) ~ q(X) r(X) ( ) 

Ju j f • ,ra 

F' newp(a) ._ fail newp(X) ._ newp(X), r(X) 

lgure 1. The UF-forest TFforprogram P ofE;otarnple 1 1F. d 
E · 1s ma e outofthe tr T 

very occurrence of r(a} in T 2 is inherited. ees 1 and T :Z· 

It can be shown that the unfold/fold transfo . . 
R4, are partially correct w.r.t. the set of answer nnatJ?ns _determmed by rules Rl, R2. R3, and 

SLDNF-resolution), in the sense that if th subs.tJtutJons computed by SLD-resolution (or 

program TransrP then for the predica~es ere ~xls~s a UF-forcst from a program p to I 

occurrmg m p the prognam TrnnsrP computes I 
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tuh:;et of the answer substitutions which are computed by P. 

111 order to deal with the total correctness of those transformations, that is, the equality of 

1111• of answer substitutions computed by P and TransfP, we now consider the following 

ttt tflon. 

III !FINJTION 1. Let P be a program and let 1F be a UP-forest from P to a program TransfP. 

N•tpJ10se that for each tree T in TF which contains a node produced by an application of the 

l• lhllng rule, at least one of the following two conditions holds: i) T has a root node labeled by 

1 •llnuse belonging to P, ii) the sons of the root of T are obtained by an application of the 

uurotding rule. Then TF is said tO be a progressive UP-forest for p (or from p to TransfP). 

'II II!OREM 2. [14) (J'ota/ correctness of the Ullfo/dlfo/d transformations wJ.t. SLD-resol

UIIon) Suppos~ that there exists a progressive UP-forest from a definite program P to a 

th11lnite program TransfP. 
'l11cn for every goal._ G with preds(G) ~ preds(P) we have thatP u [._G) has an SLD

tt' llltation with computed answer e iffTransfP u (._G) does. 

Finite failures may not be preserved by unfold/fold transfonnations satisfying .the bypo

lht·!lcs of Theorem 2.lndeed, with reference to Example 1, we have that P u (._ p(b)) finitely 

ftllls, while TransiP u { ._ p(b)} does not. In order to study the preservation of fmite failures 

Wl' Introduce the following notion of fairly progressive UF-forest. 

l li~FINITION 3. A UP-forest TF is said to be fairly progressive (or simply./air) iti for each 

IH'C Tin TF and for each node N in T produced by an application of the folding rule w.r.t. a 

11111ltisct, say BN• of positive literals, at least one of the following two conditions holds: i) T 

hM n root node labeled by a clause belonging toP, ii) no literal in ~ is inherited. 

'I'IIEOREM 4. {23] (J'otal correctness of the Ull/oldlfo/d transformations w.r.t. SWNF-res-

111111/on) Suppose that there exists a fair UF-forest from a general program P to a general 

JlfOgram TransfP. Then for every goalt- G with preds(G) ~ preds(P) we have that: 

I) P u (._G) has an SLDNF-rcfutation with computed answer e iffTransfPu (._G) does, 

and 
2) P u (._G) has a finitely failed SLDNF-derivation iJITransfPu [._G) does . 

Notice that Seki [23] proved the above Theorem 4 for stratified programs onJy. However, 

II ~ extension to arbitrary general programs is quite straightforward. 

4 The Goal Replacement Rule 

A replacemenJ law is a triple G ~ H, where G and H are {finite) multi sets of positive literals 

1md V is a set of variables. The introduction in a replacement law of the parameter set V is due 

tu the fact that when the literals of Ga in a given clause C are replaced by those of He, for 

Jelmc substitution e, it is necessary to preserve the computed answer substitutions and the 

flnitc failures w .r.t. the set of variables of the context where Ge occurs. This context is 

hd(C) ._ (bd(C)- Ga) (see the goal replacement rule R5 below). 
We assume that the variAbles of any replacement law can be consistently renamed using a 

u•nnming substitution. TI1us. any replacement law can be assumed to share no variables with 
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any other replacement law or program clause. 

Given a definite program P, two multisets G and H of positive literals, and a set V 
variables, we say that G and Hare SW-equivalenJ w.r.t. V and P iff the following 
holds: 

- if P u ( +- 0) has an SLD-refutation with computed answer e then P u { +- H) has 111 
SLD-refutation with computed answer 11 such that Ve = Y11. and 

- symmetrically, by interchanging (G,e) with (H,'l). 

Given a general program P, two multisets G and H of positive literals, and a set V 
variables, we say that G and H are SLDNF-equivalenJ w.r.t. V and P iff the following 
conditions hold (see [7] for similar requirements): 
1) for every substitution a with dom(o)=V, 

- if P u ( +- Go) has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer e then P u ( +- Ha) hal 
an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer 11 such that Voe = VO"l, and 

- symmetrically, by interchanging (G,e) with (H,,), and 
2)· for every substitution a with dom(o)=V, P u { +- Go} bas a finitely failed SLDNF-trec Iff 

P u [+- Ho) does. 

A replacement law 0 ~v H is said to be SLD-sound w.r.t a defmit~ program P iff 0 and 
Hare SW-equivalent w.r.t. V and P. 

A replacement law G ~v His said to be SLDNF-sound w.r.t. a general program P iff 0 
and H arc SWNF-equiva/ent w.r.t. V and P. 

An example of SLD-sound replacement law is given in Example 3 below. 

We now generalize the notion of UP-forest introduced in Section 3, by allowing the use ol 
the goal re~lacemen~ rule. We do so by introducing the notion of UFR-forest for a given pro
gram P. Thas forest IS a set of trees of clauses constructed by using the rules Rl , R2, R3, and 
R4, defined in Section 3, and also the goal replacement ruleRS, defined as follows. 

R5. Goal Replacement Rule. Let N be a leaf node of a tree T in the current UFR-forest 8 
constructed for a given program P. Let C be the clause labeling N, and G~v H a replace• 
mentlaw such that preds(G) u preds(H) t: preds(P). We consider two cases: 
i) there exists a substitution e such that Get: bd(C} and vars(hd(C} +- (bd(C) -Ge)) = V, 

ln this case, by replacement of Ge inC using G ~v H. we derive the clause 
R: hd(C) +- (bd(C) -Ge) uHe. 

In bd(R) every positive literals belonging to He is inherited iff arleast one positive 
literal of Ge in C is inherited. Any positive literal occurring in bd(C} - Ge is inherited 
iff so it is in C. 

ii)O and H are made out of a single atom, vars(G) = vars(H), and there exists a substitu· 
tion e such that-.Oe e bd(C) and vars(hd(C) +- (bd(C)- (-.Ge))) = V. In this case, by 
replacement of -.Ge in C using G =t>y H, we derive the clause 

R: hd(C) +- (bd(C) - [ -.Ge)) u (-.He} . 
Any positive literal occurring in bd(C)- { -.Ge) is inherited iff so it is in C. 

Jn.both cases i) and ii) we add a son N 1 of N labeled by R. 

We extend in the obvious way the notions of Roots, Leaves, Defs, progressive UF-forest, 
fair UP-forest, and derivation .of a new program from a UP-forest to the caRe of UFR-forest~. 
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h1 l'·"l•r ulur, in the Definitions 1 and 3 we consider the notion of UFR-forest. instead of UP
fl u• _, , nud the inheritance marking is asswned to be determined by the rules Rl through R5, 

''" ''''" ' uf R 1 through R4, only. 
W11 hnve the following partial correctness results for the definition, unfolding, folding, and 

1'"'1 li1tllnccment transformation rules w.r.t. SLD and SLDNF semantics. Our results extend 
. .. III II'~ in: i) (24,25] which refer to the least Herbrand model semantics of d~te programs, 
hi 11 •I I ond [2,23) which do not consider the goal replacement rule, and w) [12) where a 
1Jrrnkt•r form of folding is asswned. 

, Ill ~~ )REM 5. (Partial correctness of transformaJions of definite programs w.r.t. SW-resol
tllllltl) Suppose that there exists a progressive UFR-forest from a defmite progr~ P to ~ 
... llulle program TransfP. Suppose also that each replacement law used for constructmg TF IS 
II 1 liOund w.r.t P. Then for every goal+- G with preds(G) t: preds(P) we have that: 

I' I.J ( • G) has an SLD-refutation with computed answer 6 if TransfP u ( +- G} does. 

1 I IH )REM 6. (Partial correctness of transformations of general programs w.r.t. SWNF
, wl111ion) Let P be a general program and let TF be a fair UFR-forest from P to a program 
1Hultlll' . Suppose that each replacement law used for constructing TF is SLDNF-sound w.r.t. 
p 'llil' ll for every goal+- G with preds(G) t: preds(P) we have that: 
I) I' u ( +- G} has an SLDNF-refulalion with computed answer e if TransfP u { +- 0} does, 

nml 
I) I' u ( +- G) has a finitely failed SLDNF-derivation if TransfP u ( +- G) does. 

The proof of Theorem 5 is by induction on the length of the SLD-refu~tio~s, and 
auulogously, the one of Theorem 6 is by induction on the length of the SLDNF-der1vat10ns. 

Notice that. when allowing goal replacements, our rules may be not totally correct. that is, 
111 the conclusions of Theorems 5 and 6 the irs cannot be replaced by iff's. The following 
~11mple 2 shows that the goal replacement rule is not totally correct. 

Moreover, when applying partially correct goal replacement rules to general pro~, 
nuthlng is said about the preservation of floundering of the derived programs w.r.t. the llllUal 

III Ul,ll'nlnS. 

It wmple 2. Let us consider the following program P: 

p t- q 
(J ... 

Wo have that the replacement law q =t>o pis SLD-smmd (and SLDNF-smmd. as well) w.r.t 
1'. On the other hand, by the UFR-forest constructed by applying exactly once the goal 
IIJ1Inccmcnt rule to clause p +- q, we derive the following program TransfP: 

Jl +- P 
(\ +-

We have that P u (+- p} has an SLD-refutation, while TransfP u { +- p} does not. • 

In Section 6 we will provide some conditions which ensure total correctness when the goal 
,..,placement rule is included in the set of transformation rules. 
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5 The Unfold/Fold Proof Method 
We now address the problem of proving soundness of a replacement luw unfold/fold transfonnation rules presented in the previous section. The rcHulla this section show that the unfold/fold proof method considered in [22] for tho Herbrand model semantics of defrnite programs, can be extended, with minor case of computed answer substitutions of defmite and generaJ programs. 111t proof method for proving the soundness of a replacement law <:a? be described u 
DEFlNlllON 7. Let P be a general (or defmite) program and 0 =*¥ H a renilat·•~nY .. us consider the clauses: 

Do= newp(X1, ... ,Xn) +- 0 
~: newp(X1, ..• ,Xn) +- H 

where newp is a fresh predicate symbol and (X1, ... ,X
0 ) = V. Suppose that there exist two UF-trees T 0 and T H for P such that -the root ofT 0 is labeled by Do. the root ofT H is labeled by DH, and - Leaves(T o> = Leaves(T H). 

We aJso assume that Da and DH are introduced by applying the defmition rule. If T 0 and T H are progressive then we say that the replacement law 0 =*v H is progressive unfold/fold w.r.t. P. We aJso say that the two UP-trees T0 and T H progressive unfold/fold proof of G =*v H. 
If T 0 and T H are fair then we say that the replacement law 0 =*v H is provable Wtfo/dlfold w.r.t. P. We also say that the two UF-trees To and T8 constitute unfold/fold proof of 0 =*v H. 

In the above defrnition we have considered the soundeness proof of one reJlllacemonl' only. The extension to the case where we have a set of replacement laws whose should be simultaneously proved by the unfold/fold method, can be done by r.nn, ~;,., .. instead of a pair of {progressive or fair} UF-trees, a pair of UF-forests whose roots are by the clauses whose bodies are the left hand sides and the right hand sides, ""~""'r·tiv ... Ju. the replacement laws in the given set. 

TIIEOREM 8. (Soundness of the unfold/fold proof method w.r.t. SW-resolution) Let P definite program. If a replacement law is provable by progressive unfold/fold w.r.t. P than is SLD-sound. 
PROOF. It is based on Theorem 2 and on the fact that Pu ( +- 0} has an SLD-refutation computed answer substitution 6 iff P u {newp(X1, ... ,Xn) +- 0) u { +- newp(X1, ... has an Sill-refutation with a computed answer which is the restriction of 6 to X1, ... ,X0 . 
Example 3. (Ancestors) The following program, caJl it Ancestors, defmes the ancestor relation as the transitive closure of the parent relation. 

ancestor(X,Y) +- parent(X,Y) 
ancestor(X,Z) +- ancestor(X,Y), parent(Y ;I:). 

Let us consider the replacement law 
R: ancestor(X,Y), parent(Y ,Z) ~(X.Zl parent(X,W), ancestor(W,Z) 

and the clauses: 

(X Y) parent(Y ;L) " 1) 1 nncestor • • (W z::, • ' I ) • ptlrcnt(X,W). ancestor , . d T for Ancestor such that: ' . ogressive UP-treeS To an "0 and thlll thNC ClOSt tWO pr the rOOt ofT His labeled by Ht 
1 1 

1~ lobclcd by Do• Ancestor. It I c:~tvcs(TH) . R is SLD-sound w.r.t: the program u, ,n II , the replacement law Y) ...... rent(Y ;L) .. ....tx 7:) +- ancestor<X. 2- y--.1. . new"" • ,, . . ~ ~ 7 := ;l) ancestor(X,Yl), cnt(X Y), newpCX +- arent(Yl,Y), twwp(X;l) +-~~ent(Y ;L) \ f ~arent(Y ;L) 

newp(X.Z) +-~e~.yv_i) 

x W) anceswr(W ;L) 
'T 

. newp(X.Z) +- parent( ' • - -,, ... ~ 7 ~ (X,Z) +- parent(X,W), 7:) +-parent(X,Y). newp ancestor(W ,Y), newpCX. parenl(Y ;L) \ f parent('/ ,Z) 

newp(X.Z) +-~~ 'i> 
f of the replacement taw R. • · unfold/fold proo figure 2. A progressiVe ured b the fact that it is provable lacement taw is not ens Y SLDNf-soundness of a r:iouowing example shows. lll'.l llliSive unfold/fold, as th 

. rarn· 
O
nsider the fol\owmg prog . lr 4. Let usc 

r . q. r 
'I • q. . d w .r .t. the given program. r • fat\ ent law q, r ~ 0 q. lt is not SLD~so: T H such that: UIINidcr the replac;~ 3 snows two progressive UF-trfT i~ labeled by new~ q, and • ()II the other hand, . 1 ~· beled by new+- q, r, the root o H the root of To IS a ) 

uavcs(To) = Leaves(TH . 

To: new +- q, r \u-
new +- q, r 

\ r 
new +-new 

f . unfold/fold proof of q, r ~n q. Figure 3. A non a1r 

new\J-

new+- q 
\ f 

new +-new 
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In order to ensure SLDNF-soundness, we have to consider fair unfold/fold proofs, as SUltcd 

lY the following result, whose proof is similar to the one of Theorem 8. 

THEOREM 9. (Soundness of the unfold/fold proof method w.r.t. SLDNF-resolution) Let 11 

oe a general program. If a replacement law is provable by fair unfold/fold w.r.t. P then it II 

SLDNF-sound w.r.t. P 

6 Total Correctness of Goal Repl~cement 

Jn this section we discuss the total correctness of program transfonnations which use the goal 

replacement rule. We start with two simple results which extend the ones of [22] by 

considering the computed answer substitution semantics of general programs. By a reversiblt 

goal replacement step we mean an application of a goal replacement rule which usea a 

replacement law which is sound both w.r.t. the initial program and the program generated after 

the replacement. 

TiiEOREM 10. (T oral correctness of reversible goal replacemenls w.r.t. SLD-resolution) Let r 

be a definite program and C a clause in P. Suppose that by an application of the goal 

replacement rule using a replacement law L, from C we derive a clau~ R. Let PR be the 

program (P- (C)) v {R). 
If the replacement law Lis SLD-sound both w.r.t. P and PR. then for every goal+- G with 

preds(G) ~ preds(P) we have that: 
P v { +- G} has an SLD-refutation with computed answer e iffPR v (+- G) does. 

PROOF. Simple consequence of Theorem 5, because the replacement law L is SLD-sound 

both w.r.t. P and PR. 

THEOREM 11 . (Total correctness of reversible goal replacements w.r.t. SLDNF-resoluJion) 

Let P be a general program and C a clause in P. Suppose that by an application of the goal 

replacement rule using a replacement law L. from C we derive a clause R. Let PR be the 

program (P - ( C}) v ( R). 
If the replacement law Lis SLDNF-sound both w.r.t. P and PR, then for every goal +- 0 

with preds(G) ~ preds(P) we have that: 

1) P u ( +- G} has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer e iffPR v {+-G) docs, 

and 
2) P v { +- G} has a finit~ly fai led SLDNF-derivation iffPR docs. 

PROOF. By Theorem 6 and the fact that the replacement law Lis SLDNF-sound both w.r.t. P 

and PR. 

The simple results slated by Theorem 10 and 11 have limited applicability in practice, 

because for each application of the goal replacement rule two equivalence proofs are required. 

For instance, in the case of Theorem 11 we have to prove that a replacement law is SLDNF

sou.nd w.r.t. P and that it is also SLDNF-sound w.r.t. PR. 

Moreover, a reversible goal replacement step is net totally correct when used together with 

the folding rule, as the following example shows. 

Example 5. Let us consider the following program P: 

p(a) +-
p(X) +- q(X) 

q(X) +- r(X) 
r(X) +-

Hilt I the UFR-forcst 1F depicted in Fig. 4, where we used the replacement law: 

r ( X) -, IX) q(X) (see the arc labeled by 'r'), and the only inherited atom is the underlined 

tiC X) 
p(X) +- q(X) 

I r 
p(X) +- newq(X) 

newq(X) +- q(X) 
1-u

newq(X) +- r(X) 
I r 

newq(X) +- q(X) 

I f 
newq(X) +- newq(X) 

J•if1ure 4. The UFR-forest 1Frepresenting a transformation which is not totally correct. 

llu· corresponding transformed program Tra'lsfP is: 

p(n) +- q(X) +- r(X) 

p(X) +- newq(X) r(X) +-

ncwq(X) +- newq(X) 

The goal replacement is reversible, because the replacement law r(X) ~{X) q(X) is 

Nl .ONF-sound w .r.t. the program before the replacement, that is: 

p(a) +- q(X) +- r(X) 

p(X) +- newq(X) r(X) +-

newq(X) +- r(X) 

tuHJ nlso w .r.t. the program after the replacement., that is: 

p(u) t-
p(X) +- newq(X) 
newq(X) +- q(X). 

q(X) +- r(X) 
r(X) +-

llowcver, for G = p(b), P v (+-G) has an SLDNF-refutation, wbile TransfP v (+-G) does 

uol have an SLDNF-refutation. • 

We now provide some sufficient conditions wbich ensure that: i) the proof of soundness of 

n replacement law w.r.t. the program after a goal replacement step is not needed. and ii) the 

KOnl replacement rule is tqtally correct, even if it is used together with the folding rule. We f1rst 

uced the fallowing notion. 

DEFJNITION 12. Let P be a definite program and G ~ H a replacement law which is 

provable by progressive unfold/fold w.r.t. P, being Ta and TH the UF-trees of the corre

liponding proof. 
We say that G ~v His progressive ncn-ascending provable w.r.t. P iff for each path Pa from 

the root ofT a to a leaf labeled by a clause C different from a failing clause, there exists a path 

p11 from the root ofT H to a leaf labeled by C such that Pa is not shorter than PH· 

Example 6. (Ancestors revisited) Let us consider again the replacement law R; 

ancestor()(, Y), parent(Y :Z) ~ (X.ZJ parent(X, W), ancestor(W :Z) 

of Example 3. R is progressive non-ascending provable, because (see Fig 2) for the clause: 
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C l. newp(X,Z) 4- parent(X,Y), parent(Y ,Z) 

the path from the root of T G 10 the leaf labeled by C 1 and the path from the root ofT H to 010 

leaf ofT H labeled by the same clause Cl have equal length. The same holds for the paths from 

Lhc roots ofT 0 and T H to the leaves labeled by the clause: 

C2. newp(X,z) 4- newp(X,Y), parent(Y,Z). 

By using the replacement law R, the Ancestors program of Example 3 can be transfonned into 

the following one: -

ancestor(X,Y) 4- parent(X. Y) 

ancestor(X,Z) 4- parent(X,W), ancestor(W ,z). 

The total correctness of this transformation is ensured by the following Theorem 13. • 

THEOREM 13. (Total correctness of non-ascending goal replacemenJ w.r.t. SW-resolutum) 

Let P be a definite program and let TF be a progressive UFR-forest from P to a defmii.C 

program TransfP. Suppose that each replacement law used for the application of the goal 

replacement rule in TF is progressive non-ascending provable w .r.t. P. 

Then for every goal 4- G with preds(G) ~ preds(P) we have that P u (+-G) has an SLD

refutation with computed answer 9 iffTransfP u ( 4- G) does. 

PROOF. By induction on the length of the SLD-refutations. 

Unfortunately, the progressive non-ascending property of Deftnition 12 does not ensure 

total correctness w .r .1. SLDNF-resolution, as the following example shows. 

Example 7. Let us consider the following program P: 

p 4- q, r 
q+- q 

The replacement law R: q, r ~11 p is progressive non-ascending provable w.r.t. P, as 

shown in Fig. 5 below. ~y goal replacement using R, we get the following program TransfP: 

P+-P r+-~s 

q +- q S+-

We have that Pu (4- p) fmitelyfails, while TransfPu {+- p} does not • 
TG: new 4- q, r TH: new +-P 

ju- ju-
new 4- q, ~ s new +- q, r 

I;- I u -

new +- q, ~ s new 4- q, ~ s 

Figure 5. Trees showing that q, r ~ () p is progressive non-ascending provable. 

Jn order to provide a sufficient condition for the total correctness of our transforrrtation 

rules w.r.t. SLDNF-resolution, we now introduce the notions of normal UF-tree and proof 

tree. 

:l ll) 

A \ Jr-trce TIs said to be normnl ifT no node in T produced by an application of the folding 

11 tl f htt~ a descendant node produced by an application of the unfolding rule. 

II OM easily be shown that for every UP-tree T for a program P we can construct a nom1nl 

Ill ucc Tl for P such that the root ofT has the same label as Tl and Leaves(1) = Leaves(Tl ). 

l hu~ . wiiJlOutloss of generality, our unfold/fold proof method can be restricted to use normal 

l il t trl"cs only. 

I ·t us consider a path p of a UP-tree generated by performing h ~) unfolding steps 

•1111 tlua from a clause C1 and let C1 .... , Ch+ 1 be the sequence of clauses labeling the nodes of 

I'· I hu proof tree corresponding to the path pis the tree Th+1 labeled by literals, which is the 

hittl l• ce of the sequence T1, ... ,Th+1 constructed as follows. 

I) If C 1 is the clause H 4- A1, •• • ,Ak then T 1 is a tree whose root is labeled by Hand whose k 

lc~wcs are the k sons of the root labeled by A1, •. . ,Ak, respectively. 

J) For i=l, ... ,h , from Ti we get the tree Ti+l as follows. Let the clause Ci+t be derived by 

unfolding the clause Cj: K 4- B1, ... ,Bi:-t•Bj,Bj+t•·"•Bm, w.r.t. Bj. 

2. 1) If Bj is unifiable_ with the head oT a clause in the given program P via an idempotent 

mgu 9 and Cj+l IS the clause(K 4- B1, • •• ,Bj- t •D1, ... ,Dn,Bj+t• · .. ,Bm) 9 then 

• ifn=O then we add one son of Bj labeled by 'true' else we add n sons of Bj labeled 

by D1, ••• ,Dn• and 
- we apply the substitution 9 to all literals in the derived tree. 

2.2) II Bj is uniftable with no head of a clause in the program P then we add one son of Bj 

labe1ed by 'fail '. 

We have that, for i=l, ... ,h+l, in the tree 11 the literals K and B1,. •• ,Bm which label the 

root and the leaves of Tj. are the head and the body, respectively, of the clause q (apart 

from possible occurrences of 'true'). 

Let T be a normal UF-tree and L be a leaf-node of T. Let us consider the path p from the 

wot ofT to the leaf-node L. Let pl be a path ofT which is obtained from p by erasing all fmal 

nodes generated by folding steps, and let T1 be the proof tree corresponding to pl. The 

minimal (or maximal) unfolding length of p is the length of the shortest (or longest, respect

Ively) path ofTl. 

DEFINITION 14. Let P be a general program and G ~v H a replacement law which is 

provable by fair unfold/fold w.r. t. P, being T0 and TH the UP-trees of the corresponding 

proof. We say that G ~v H is fair non-ascending provable w.r.t. P iff i) T0 and T Hare nonnal 

UF-trees, and ii) for each path Po from the root of T 0 to a leaf labeled by a clause C and for 

each path PH from the root ofT H to a leaf labeled by C, we have that the minimal unfolding 

length of PG is not shorter than the maximal unfolding length of PH· 

Example 8. With reference to Example 7, in Fig. 6 we show the proof trees corresponding to 

the paths of the two UF-trees T0 and TH of Fig. S. From Fig. 6 it is easy to see that the 

minimal unfolding length of the only path (from the root to the leaf) of the UP-tree To- which 

is 2 (see the left proof tree of Fig. 6), is shorter than the maximal unfolding length of the only 

path (from the root to the leaf) of the UF·tree T H• which is 3 (see the right proof tree of Fig. 

6). Thus, we cannot conclude that the replacement law q, r ~() p is fair non-ascending 

provable w.r.t . P . • 
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new 
A 
q r 

I I q -.s 

new 
I 
p 

" q r 

I -,s 
Figure 6. Proof trees corresponding to the unfold/fold proof of q, r ~ {} p. 

THEOREM 15. (Total correctness of non-ascending goal replacement w.r.t. SWNF· resolution) Let P be a general program and let TF be a fair UFR-forest from p to a program TransfP. 
Suppose that each replacement law used for the application of the goal replacement rule in TF is fair non-ascending provable w.r.L P. 
Then for every goal +- G with preds(G) t: preds(P) we have that: 1) P u (+-G) bas an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer a iffTransfP u (+-G) does, and 
2) P u ( +- G) has a finitely failed SLDNF-derivation iff TransfP u { +- G} does. 

7 Conclusions 
Our main contribution consists in eJttending the results obtained by [18,24,25] to the case of computed answer substitution and finite failure semantics both for definite and general programs. Our results are significant for the practical utilization of the program lranSfonnation methodology, because the conditions we state for showing the total correctness of the goal replacements arc syntactically checkable (unlike, for instance, those of [3,4,7,12,19, 20]), and usually they require very little computational efforts. Indeed, simple computations on the proof trees are enough for checking those conditions. 

Moreover, the unfold/fold proof method can easily be incorporated into any transformation system for program development. because it uses the same transformation rules. Thus, our proof method does not require the invocation of ad-hoc Theorem Provers whose integration with program transformation systems may be difficult or computationally expensive. 
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